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Resting upon the two-channel TV movie concept of Joachim Dennhardt (WDR) and 

Peter Nadermann (ZDF). Based on „Rain City“ by Tony Grisony and Oliver 

Hirschbiegel. 
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Cover, back 

 

Murderous Decision was the first TV Thriller that was broadcast at the same time on 

Germany’s major TV Channels ARD and ZDF - narrating the story from the two 

different perspectives of the main characters. This Comic combines the two strands 

of the plot in a thrilling Comic adventure! 
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Mörderische Entscheidung» - Murderous Decision 
 
In 1991 two German TV stations produced «Mörderische Entscheidung» (Murderous 
Decision) by Oliver Hirschbiegel, a cross-genre story somewhere between film noir 
and detective movie. The film was shot in two versions: one was from the perspective 
of a woman, the other followed a male figure. Both films began identically, then 
separated, sometimes met in double version of scenes with both characters, and at 
the end became identical again. What is interesting about Mörderische Entscheidung 
is that it demonstrates in almost didactical fashion all possible relations between the 
two narrations. Hirschbiegel uses the narrative voids we know from film noir as a 
general style to give the viewer the feeling that a lack of certain information is not 
caused by zapping incorrectly. To make sure that main story remains understandable 
important information was given on both channels at the same time. Hirschbiegel also 
tried to direct audience attention towards one channel—if not to say make people 
zap due to boredom—by reducing the amount of information given on the other 
channel. [...] The experiment worked best when both versions showed the same 
information from different points of view—be it a classical shot/reverse-shot-
relationship or a scene that was broadcasted and filmed from the monitor. The 
Aristotelian unity of space and time had to remain untouched, and along with it the 
narration.  (Source: Birk Weiberg, «Beyond Interactive Cinema,» 
http://keyframe.org/txt/interact) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hirschbiegel was awarded Adolf Grimme Awards 
and Emmy nominations for Trickser (1996) and 
Das Urteil (1997), as well as the Bavarian 
Television Award for Todfeinde (1998).  
His feature film debut The Experiment (Das 
Experiment) in 2000 caused a sensation at home 
and abroad. By contrast to this large-scale 
production about 20 men confined to a cellar 
prison, he went on to make the fictive life 
confession My Last Film (Mein letzter Film) 
together with Hannelore Elsner. In close 
collaboration with the producer Bernd Eichinger, 
he made a film about the last days of the Hitler 
regime, Downfall (Der Untergang), which was 
nominated for the OSCAR as Best Foreign 
Language Film.  
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